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Introduction(1)
• Wikis are great social web sites but in 
some cases (mostly intranets) 
– Open structure that makes navigation difficult,
– They do not scale well,
– They are no standards; migration is difficult
• Wikis were invented in the 90s what if we 
were to reinvent them now ?
Introduction(2)
• SweetWiki is just another wiki
• Simple to use (keep it « social »)
• Create pages on the fly using WikiWords,
• WYSIWYG editor for
both content and
metadata editing,
• learn by « copy’n’paste
from other pages »
• AJAX enhanced wizards




• Structure may be added as needed using metadata
– Advanced support for
social tagging,
– Tag pages or any object
• Most metadata are implicit,
hidden «behind the scene»,
used for all the internals
• May be used for displaying
dynamic content
(embedded queries)
• Keyword search (using Lucene)
and Semantic search (using CORESE reasoning engine)
Sweet Wiki: using latest standards
• Persistence in XHTML (no WikiML)
• Kupu editor extended with AJAX widgets for 
tagging at editing time
• Embedded annotations in RDFa
• RDF/S, OWL for wiki structure and domain tags
• SPARQL queries for navigation, contextual 
template, social tagging, administration, dynamic 
content
• Relies on a semantic web portal framework 
(SeWeSe) including a reasoning engine (Corese)
All the semantic web plumbing is 
hidden from the user
• Don’t be afraid by the Semantic Web technologies
– We are using them because they are standards,
– We are using very simple -easy to extend- ontologies,
• A wiki ontology (a few lines long) that describes 
the very model of our wiki
– Defines what is a page, a link, a WikiWord, etc.
– We use SPARQL queries for many standard wiki tasks
• A folksonomy built « on the fly » by the users 
during the social tagging approach; « cheap » 
ontology, but then again, we use SPARQL queries,
• In a few words : we took what we needed!
What the semantic web plumbing 
allows us to do…
• if you send a wiki page to someone the annotations follow it 
and can be processed by applications of the recipient;
• if an application crawls the wiki site it can extract the 
metadata and reuse them;
• if a new community of users wants a dedicated index just 
embed the corresponding SPARQL query in a wikipage;
• if the wiki engine is to be changed, the migration 
transformations can exploit the embedded metadata;
• if a users want to setup access rules to some documents, 
they can be based on these metadata merged with others;
• if some users are interested in being informed on any new 
information on a topic they can use notification systems 
monitoring the wiki by querying its metadata;
Wiki pages 
XHTML/JSPX + 
Metadata in RDFa may 
include JSP tags
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Metadata in RDFa may 
include JSP tags
Corese Semantic Search Engine
WYSIWYG editor for content + metadata 
editing with auto-completion
Browsing, Faceted navigation, 
enhanced search in wiki page 
templates, using SPARQL 
requests + xslt, etc.









SeWeSe: Corese Web server 
and JSP library
Social tagging/Folksonomy
• Tags may be freely entered by users,
– AJAX autocompletion makes tagging nearly zero-cost, and 
unambiguous, from within the WYSIWYG editor,
– Tag pages or any object,
– Instant feedback at editing time of what the reader will get 
from your tags (motivating),
– Advanced users may embed SPARQL queries in the 
pages to display dynamic results.
• Tags are implicitly organized within an ontology,
• An ontology editor with a web interface is included in 
the wiki; re-organizing tags impacts navigation and 
search
Queries in WikiPages
• Include SPARQL queries at editing time 
together with its XSLT rendering stylesheet
• Query embedded in XHTML as JSPX tag







• SweetWiki is a research project
– Written from scratch for experimenting semantic web 
technologies for wikis and other ideas,
– Need to be validated by real users; very easy to extend:
• Add new entries in the wiki ontology (define what a « picture in a 
page is ») and you can add metadata, queries.
• The reasoning engine at the heart of SweetWiki is very efficient 
(metadata are in memory), supports approximate searches, etc.
– Still in alpha version, can be tried online
http://miageprojet.unice.fr:8080





<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">a page of a Wiki</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="camelWord">
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">camelword</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#WikiPage"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&rdfs;Literal"/>
</rdf:Property>
<rdf:Property rdf:ID="hasForKeyWord">
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Document"/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="rdfs:class"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">hasForKeyWord</rdfs:label>
</rdf:Property>
